An u nderstanding of the vortical structures which comprise the vortical flowfield around slender bodies is essential for the development of highly maneuverable and high angle of attack flight. This is primarily due to the physical limits these phenomena impose on aircraft and missile s at extreme flight conditions. D emands for more maneuverable air vehicles have pushed the limits of current CFD methods in the high Reynolds number regime. Simulation methods must be able to accurately describe the unsteady, vortic al flowfields associated with fighter aircraft at Reynolds numbers more representative of full scale vehicles. It is the goal of this paper to demonstrate the ability of DetachedEddy Simulation, a hybrid RANS-LES method, to accurately model the vortical flowfield over a slender delta wing at Reynolds numbers above 1 million. Detached-Eddy Simulation has successfully predicted the location of the vortex breakdown phenomenon and the goal of the current effort is to analyze and assess the influence of vortical substructures in the separating shear layers which roll up to form the leading-edge vortices. Very detailed experiments performed at O NERA using 3 -D Laser Doppler Velocimetry measurement will be used to compare simulations utilizing DES turbulence models. The computational results provide novel insight into the formation and impact of the vortical substructures in the separating shear layers on the entire vortical flowfield.
INTRODUCTION
The delta wing flowfield is dominated by vortical structures, t he most prominent called leading-edge vortices. As angle of attack increases, these leadingedge vortices experience a sudden disorganization, known as vortex breakdown, which can be described by a rapid deceleration of both the axial and swirl components of the mean velocity and, at the same time, a dramatic expansion of the vortex core. Substantial theoretical, experimental and computational research has focused on the characteristics of leading-edge vortices and vortex breakdown. 1 1-8 However, limited efforts have sought to understand the separating shear layers which roll up to form the leading-edge vortices.
Various researchers have observed discrete vortical substructures in the shear layers and the resulting data have taken on two contrasting descriptions: temporal substructures (rotating around the leadingedge vortex) [9] [10] [11] [12] and spatially stationary substructures (spatially fixed around the periphery of the leadingedge vortex). secondary vortices. 10 ,20 Washburn and Visser 17 suggested the substructures are generated by nonviscous instabilities in the shear layer and that their formation is governed by the transverse flow of the leading-edge vortices. Yet another hypothesis postulates that a longitudinal instability associated with the curvature of the separating shear layer is at the origin of the substructures. 18 Some experimentally-based hypotheses indicate that the instabilities are generated by the presence of small amplit ude surface waves in the water tunnel 10 or are associated with vibrations in a wind tunnel. 15 Advances in non-intrusive experimental measurement techniques have enabled more detailed analysis of the vortical flowfield and the separating shear layers forming the leading-edge vortices around a delta wing. Three-dimensional Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) flowfield measurements were acquired in ONERA's 1.4m x 1.8m subsonic wind tunnel around a sharp-edged delta wing model. [22] [23] [24] These results provide new insight into the phenomenon through precisely measured details of the characteristics and path of the vortical substructures around the leading-edge v ortex core. However, the experimental results provide a finite amount of flowfield information. For these reasons, an accurate CFD prediction of the flowfield over a slender delta wing at high angles of attack and high Reynolds numbers is necessary to further analyze and better understand the separating shear layers that roll up to form the primary and secondary vortices.
While advances have taken place in areas such as grid generation and fast algorithms for solution of systems of equations, CFD has remained limited as a relia ble tool for prediction of inherently unsteady flows at flight Reynolds numbers. Current engineering approaches to prediction of unsteady flows are based on solution of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. The turbulence models employed in RANS methods necessarily model the entire spectrum of turbulent motions. While often adequate in steady flows with no regions of reversed flow, or possibly exhibiting shallow separations, it appears inevitable that RANS turbulence models are unable to accurately predict phenomena dominating flows characterized b y massive separations. Unsteady, massively-separated flows are characterized by geometry-dependent and three dimensional turbulent eddies. These eddies, arguably, are what defeats RANS turbulence models, of any complexity.
To overcome the deficiencies of RANS models for predicting massively separated flows, Spalart et.al. 25 proposed Detached-Eddy Simulation (DES) with the objective of developing a numerically feasible and accurate approach combining the most favorable elements of RANS models and Large Eddy Simulation (LES). The primary advantage of DES is that it can be applied at high Reynolds numbers as can Reynolds-averaged techniques, but also resolves geometry-dependent, unsteady three-dimensional turbulent motions as in LES. DES predictions to date have been favorable, forming one of the motivations for this research. The specific aim of this work is to apply and assess DES with respect to vortical substructures in the separating shear layers over slender delta wings at high Reynolds number.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND WIND TUNNEL
The delta wing model in this study has a 70° sweep angle and root chord (c) of 950mm. It has a wingspan of 691.5 mm at its trailing edge, is 20mm thick, and is beveled on the windward side at an angle of 15° to form sharp leading edges (see Fig. 1 ). All of the data presented in this paper was acquired in ONERA's 1.4m x 1.8m subsonic wind tunnel (F2) at test conditions of α = 27° and U ∞ = 24m/s (Re c = 1.56x10 6 ). Due to the relative symmetry of the flowfield over the leeward surface of the delta wing, only the portside flowfield was examined. Details of the model, the wind tunnel and LVD system are specified in References 23 and 24.
EXPERIMENTAL ERROR AND ACCURACY
In ONERA's F2 wind tunnel, the relative freestream velocity, ∆U ∞ /U ∞ , is estimated to have an accuracy of ±1%, while the mean intensity of turbulence is approximately 0.1%. The model was mounted on a sting with a horizontal support and flexible joint for adjusting the angle of attack, with an accuracy of ±0.05°. The horizontal support was manipulated in height along a vertical column so as to maintain the model close to the center axis of the test section. The model was mounted in the test section with no yaw angle with respect to the freestream flow (estimated accuracy of ± 0.1°). 23, 24 The LDV system installed in F2 utilizes two 15W argon lasers as the sources of light in a forward scattering mode. The global accuracy of the LDV system is estimated to have a relative error, ∆U/U, of less than 1.5% assuming an absolute error of the angle between the velocity vector and a horizontal reference of 0.5°. Therefore the estimated accuracy o f the magnitude of the velocity is ±1m/s and the direction of the velocity vector is ±1°.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Four LDV planes perpendicular to the leeward surface of the wing at X/c = 0.53, 0.63, 0.74 and 0.84 were explored. These planes correspond to a region where the leading-edge vortex was well developed, a zone just upstream of the vortex breakdown location, a zone downstream of the vortex breakdown location, and finally a region further downstream where the flow was fully turbulent. Each perpendic ular measurement mesh consists of approximately 1400 points located between 0.4<Y/b<1.1 on the portside of the wing, evenly spaced at 5 mm intervals.
The measurements demonstrate a strong, jet-like, acceleration of the flow along the vortex core upstream of vortex breakdown (X/c = 0.65) with values of U/U ∞ ≥ 3.5. There is an abrupt deceleration of the axial velocity component to a stagnation point (vortex breakdown location), which is followed by a zone of recirculation and a sizeable increase in the diameter of the vortex core. The post breakdown region has a wake-like axial velocity profile. Components of vorticity are calculated from the measured mean velocity components using a central differencing scheme to evaluate the derivatives. Due to the large spacing interval between the perpendicular planes of data presented in Fig. 2 , a second series of experiments was conducted to acquire data from 12 perpendicular planes over the same region of the wing. These perpendicular pla nes were situated at X/c = 0.53, 0.58, 0.61, 0.63, 0.65, 0.67, 0.69, 0.72, 0.74, 0.76 and 0.84. The data were acquired using the same measurement meshes as the data shown in Fig. 2 , although the delta wing model was rotated around its chord line by the addition of a wedge between the windward surface of the delta wing model and the sting. The effective incidence angle of the model with respect to the freestream velocity of the wind tunnel was maintained by simultaneously maneuvering the angles of the sting's elbow joints. This rotation of the model caused the time-averaged vortex breakdown location to shift upstream approximately 100mm (10.5% of the chord). This was the only observed modification to the flowfield as a result of the model's rotation and the r esults remained within the outliers of the observed instantaneous breakdown locations for both configurations. The new, more finely probed, volume of data constitutes an important data base for interpolation across the entire flowfield.
The results shown in Fig. 3 demonstrate the evolution of the discrete substructures of vorticity around the vortex core. The substructures appear to roll around the vortex core as they evolve in the downstream direction. The magnitude of the axial component of vorticity in each of the substructures is of the same order of magnitude as that measured in the vortex core. One also observes a decrease in the magnitude of the axial component of vorticity proportional to the increase in the longitudinal distance (X/c). This trend indicates the presence of a local instability near the leading edge, which is generating the substructures. Therefore, it is proposed that the substructures are formed near the leading edge and are subsequently entrained downstream by both the axial veloci ty of the flow and the rotational velocity of the leading-edge vortex. It is interesting to note that the substructures follow a helical trajectory around the vortex core and the spacing (frequency) between the substructures appears relatively constant, confirming the observations of Washburn and Visser. 17 Additionally, the substructures remain coherent even in the post-breakdown region of the flowfield. There are some discontinuities in the results presented in Fig. 4 , which are likely due to problems associated with an interpolation over relatively large axial distances. In spite of these shortcomings, this approach facilitates the analysis of the substructures' trajectories and the global characteristics in the axial component of vorticity.
The ensemble of these 3-D LDV results confirms the formation and existence of co-rotating, stationary substructures in the separating shear layers which form the leading-edge vortices. The current data does not permit a precise evaluation of the instability mechanism responsible for the creation of the substructures. However, the results do point toward the existence of convective instabilities near the leading edge. These detailed experimental results will serve as a validation test case for the computational studies and analysis that should provide more precise flowfield details in the vicinity of the leading edge. Computational results are needed to confirm or disprove the many instability-related hypotheses observed experimentally. Additionally, computational results will provide further insight about the interaction of the substructures and the leading edge vortex and the influence of the substructures on the vortex breakdown location.
NUMERICAL METHOD
In this section a brief description of the numerical method is provided with full details of the computational scheme and the solution method presented 27 . Solutions were obtained for a freestream velocity of 24 m/s, an angle of attack of 27 deg, and a freestream pressure and temperature resulting in a Reynolds number of 1.56x10 6 . The numerical simulation matched the angle of attack, Reynolds number, and Mach number of the wind tunnel experiments 22-24 previously described. Solutions are computed using the commercially-available solver Cobalt. Cobalt is an unstructured finite-volume method developed for solution of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations with details of the approach described in Ref. 27 . The method is a cell-centered finite-volume approach applicable to arbitrary cell topologies including hexahedrals, prisms, and tetrahedra. The spatial operator uses an exact Riemann solver, least-squares gradient calculations using QR factorization to provide second-order accuracy in space, and TVD flux limiters to limit extremes at cell faces. A point implicit method using analytic first-order inviscid and viscous Jacobians is used for advancement of the discretized system. A Newton sub-iteration scheme is employed to improve time accuracy.
Turbulence Models
Cobalt has several choices of turbulence models including Spalart Allmaras (SA) 25 RANS, as well as DES based on SA. 28 The SA-DES hybrid model was found to be a suitable method for the current study by Morton et. al. 29 The following sub-sections describe the turbulence model used in the current work, and also provide references for more detailed descriptions.
Spalart-Allmaras Turbulence Model
The Spalart-Allmaras 25 one equation turbulence model solves a single partial differential equation for a working variable related to the turbulent viscosity. The differential equation is derived by using empiricism, arguments of dimensional analysis, Galilean invariance, and selected dependence on the molecular viscosity. 25 The model includes a wall destruction term that reduces the turbulent viscosity in the laminar sublayer and the log layer. Details of the model implementation and all coefficients are given in in Ref. 29 . 
When d << ∆ , the model acts in a RANS mode and when d >> ∆ the model acts in a Smagorinski LES mode. Therefore, the model switches into LES mode when the grid is locally refined. DES was implemented in an unstructured grid method by Forsythe et. al. 30 They determined the DES C constant could be 0.65, consistent with the structured grid implementation of Shur et. al. 31 , when the grid spacing ∆ was taken to be the longest distance between the cell center and all of the neighboring cell centers. All simulations in this study use the SA-DES hybrid RANS-LES turbulence model.
Grid Generation
Grids were developed using the software programs Gridtool 32 , to develop the surface point distributions and background sources, and VGRIDns 33 to grow the volume grid. First, a baseline grid was created with concentration of points near the surface in the viscous region and concentration of points in the LES focus region of the vortex core by the use of Gridtool's line sources. The outer dimensions of the domain were10m<X<10m (streamwise), 0<Y<5m (spanwise), and -5m<Z<5m (surface normal), where the root chord of the delta wing is 0.95m and the apex of the delta wing is at the origin. A half-span assumption was made for all grids generated. Next, alternate grids were produced by changing a grid control parameter in VGRIDns that modifies the distribution of points outside the viscous region consistently by the scale factor ifact. This approach was used to create four semi-span grids of 1.2 (Coarse Grid) , 2.7 (Medium Grid), 6.7 (Fine Grid) , and 10.7 million cells (Real Fine Grid). Each grid in the series is refined in all three coordinate directions by a factor of 2 / 1 from the previous grid in the series. Results from the first three grids were presented in Ref. 30 with a preliminary assessment. The current work adds the next refinement in the grid series (10.7 million cells) and also presents a more complete analysis of the set of grids when coupled with DES in comparison with the experiments.
Another important grid technology that is particularly well suited for DES is adaptive mesh refinement (AMR). Pirzadeh 34 presented a method based on a tetrahedral unstructured grid technology developed at NASA Langley Research Center with application to two configurations with vortex dominated flowfields. The large improvement of the adapted solutions in capturing vortex flow structures over the conventional unadapted results was demonstrated by comparisons with wind tunnel data. Pirzadeh showed the numerical prediction of these vortical flows was highly sensitive to the local grid resolution and he also stated that grid adaptation is essential to the application of CFD to these complicated flowfields. His most successful computations were performed using an inviscid method due to the inadequacies of standard turbulence models in computing these complicated flowfields.
Pirzadeh's method is applied to the ONERA delta wing configuration in the current study. A steadystate flow solution was computed for a grid with surface resolution between the coarse and medium grids described above, and then was used to create an AMR grid by eliminating all cells within an isosurface of vorticity at a particular level. The grid was then grown inside of the iso-surface with an ifact of 0.5. This procedure was performed twice to create a vortex core and shear layer with 1/4 th the cell sizes (in all coordinate directions) of the original grid. The new grid was then used to compute unsteady detached-eddy simulations of the flowfield.
All of the grids in this study consist of an inner region of approximately 13 layers of prisms for the boundary layer, with a wall normal spacing in viscous wall units less than 1, and an outer region of tetrahedra. The prism dimensions on the surface were a factor of approximately 200 times larger than the wall normal dimension for all grids.
Figures 5-7 depict cross-planes of the coarse, real fine, and AMR grids at four chord-wise stations, X/c=0.53, 0.63, 0.74, 0.84. It is apparent from Figures 5 and 6 that a consistent grid refinement has occurred with very little emphasis on the vortex core or shear layer. In contrast, the AMR grid depicted in Fig. 7 shows a concentration of points in the vortex core and leading-edge shear layer regions with cell sizes smaller than even the Real Fine Grid of Fig. 6 . It should be noted that the shear layer loses resolution for the chord-wise stations of 0.74 and 0.84. Fig. 8 depicts a downward look on a plane passing through the surface of the delta wing grid. The left side is the Real Fine Grid and the right side is the AMR grid. It is apparent the Real Fine G rid has refined cells outboard of the leading-edge in a region that, arguably , has little impact on the solution. It is also clear that the trailing-edge region is much more refined in the real fine grid, making it superior to the AMR grid for resolving the unsteady wake region eminating from the blunt trailing edge.
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
A systematic time-step and Newton sub-iteration study was presented in Ref. 29 for the medium grid. The study demonstrated that three Newton subiterations and a time step, non-dimensionalized by the freestream velocity and root chord, of 0.0025 was sufficient. As the grid is coarsened or refined by ifact, the time step was also changed in a consistent manner.
Typical simulations were run for 10,000 iterations, starting from freestream conditions , and time averages were computed starting after the 2,000 th iteration to eliminate transients. Figures 9a-e show a top-view of the delta wing for the five grids discussed previously. An iso-surface of vorticity magnitude colored by the spanwise-vorticity component is displayed for each of the grids. It is apparent in Figures 9a-d that consistent grid refienement provides a significant increase in the number of flowfield structures resolved. In the pre-breakdown region of the vortex core, substructures winding around the core are observed as the grid is refined. Also, there is a significant increase in the number of structures observed in the region of the core, postbreakdown, as the grid is refined. Trailing-edge spanwise vortical structures begin to be resolved as the grid is refined, and for the Real Fine Grid, 3-D structures eminating from the blunt trailing edge that transition to these spanwise coherent vortices are also captured. The trailing-edge coherent vortices also have an effect on the leading-edge shear layer, creating an instability at the leading-edge that propogates forward as more of the trailing-edge vortices are resolved.
The AMR grid depicted in Fig 9e displays some significant differences in the pre-breakdown region. The vortical substructures are very coherent relative to the other grids and persist even downstream of the breakdown position. The trailing-edge vortices are evident but the coarseness of the grid in this region impedes the propogation of these coherent structures downstream. The lack of the leading-edge instability related to the trailing-edge coherent structures may be due to the decrease in shear layer resolution for the AMR grid , post-breakdown, discussed above. Consistent with the fact that the core of the vortex is even more refined than the Real Fine Grid, there is a tremendous amount of three-dimensional structures in the region of the core, post-breakdown.
Comparison with Experimental results
In order to compare the computational data with the experimental results, numerical planes of axial vorticity, perpendicular to the leeward surface of the wing at X/c = 0.53, 0.63, 0.74 and 0.84 are analyzed. These planes correspond to the experimentally explored regions of the flowfield shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 10 depicts the results of instantaneous axial vorticity for the Real Fine Grid DES simulation. Fig.  11 depicts the results for the AMR DES simulation.
As with the experimental results in Fig. 2 , the computational data in both Figs. 10 and 11, depict multiple vortical substructures, rotating in the same direction as the vortex core. Additionally, the vortical substructures exist in the flowfield around the vortex core both upstream and downstream of the vortex breakdown location, just as they were measured experimentally. There are, however, significant differences between the data shown in Figs. 10 and 11. In Fig. 10 , the Real Fine Grid solution, it appears as if the axial vorticity is spread rather evenly throughout the shear layer as it separates from the leading edge and rolls around the leading-edge vortex. In Fig. 11 , the AMR solution, the axial vorticity in the separating shear layer appears to be grouped in more clearly identifiable vortical substructures. The AMR DES simulation results are much more comparable to the experimental data shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
As previously discussed, the grid resolution has a significant impact on the flow separating from the trailing edge of the delta wing. The fluctuation of this flow has an upstream influence on the shape, direction and frequency of the substructures in the shear layer and therefore dramatically impact the cross-plane data shown in Fig. 10 . Animation of the solution shows the substructures separating from the leading edge and then rotating around the vortex core in a temporal manner as was observed by a number of experiments and computations , typically at lower Reynolds numbers. [9] [10] [11] Therefore, in the instantaneous cross-planes, the axial velocity is smeared throughout the shear layer.
In Fig. 11 and in animations of the solution, the AMR DES solution has a significantly different trailingedge flow pattern and a spatially stationary vortical substructure configuration that more closely mimics experimental observations in References 13-20. Because the substructures are spatially stationary like those in the experiments, the cross-planes of axial vorticity reveal substructures in the shear layer that closely correlate to those observed in Fig. 2 .
The data in Figs. 9e and 11 demonstrates that the numerical substructures follow a helical trajectory around the vortex core and the spacing between the substructures appears relatively constant, again corresponding to the experimental results and observations by Washburn and Visser 17 . The substructures remain coherent even in the postbreakdown region of the flowfield; however, the grid resolution in the outer shear layer near the trailing edge deteriorates in the current grid and must be corrected to fully capture the phenomena.
In the experimental results shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , it is difficult to follow the trajectory of a specific substructure for a complete revolution around the vortex core because the substructures are either entrained into the vortex core or are dispersed as they approach the trailing edge of the wing. Fig. 4 was used to more clearly identify the numerous halfrotations of the vortical substructures, which allow one to define the trace of helical trajectories. The trace of a helix is defined as L/2πr; where L is the longitudinal distance for one rotation and r is the radius of the helix. In Fig. 4 , the substructures complete a half-rotation over a distance of 200 to 250mm and have a radius of approximately 60mm. Therefore the trace of the helix in the experimental results is between 1.06 and 1.32 and is shown in Table 1 From computational results using the AMR grid, Fig.  12 , it was similarly difficult to follow the trajectory of a substructure for a complete revolution around the vortex core. However, trajectorie s were easily identified over approximately one third of a rotation. Therefore the longitudinal distance, L = 75mm, and the helix radius, r = 28mm, were acquired from 129º of trajectory. The trace of the helix in the computational results was 1.19 as shown in Table 1 . The close correlation of the traces of the substructures between the experimental results and the DES solutions shown in Table 1 is another indication of the accurate predictive capabilities of this DES method for vortical and highly separated flows. It should be noted that the theory of physical deformities on the leading-edge of wind/water tunnel models creating the substructures is inconsistent with the smooth surface grid used in the computations.
It is rather disconcerting that the refined mesh in the trailing-edge region of the Real Fine Grid produces instabilities inconsistent with the experiments, whereas the coarser AMR trailing-edge grid is consistent with the experiments. This could indicate a Reynolds number effect associated with the trailingedge vortices. For higher Reynolds numbers, as the grid is refined, more and more three-dimensional structures will be resolved in the trailing-edge region that destroy the coherence of these trailing-edge vortices, minimizing their upstream effects on the leading-edge shear layer. This hypothesis can be verified by modifying the AMR grid with a significant increase in the number of cells in the trailing-edge wake region. As the wake region is refined, first the coherent trailing-edge structures should be captured, and then weakened by additional three-dimensional structures.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The experimental and computational results confirm the formation and existence of spatially stationary, co-rotating, substructures in the shear layers that form the leading-edge vortices over slender delta wings at high angles of attack. The 3-D LDV data and time-accurate CFD simulations characterize the structure and path of these substructures around the leading-edge vortex cores -demonstrating their origin along the leading edges and their helical trajectories around the leading-edge vortices. However, the instability mechanism responsible for the creation of the substructures is still not well understood, hence, the need for high resolu tion, timeaccurate computational results. The Detached-Eddy Simulation RANS-LES model was able to accurately resolve these substructures but was tied significantly to the choice of grid density due to its LES nature. It has been hypothesized that the two different types of substructures observed, one stationary and the other time varying, may be tied to a trailing-edge Reynolds number effect. Further analysis is necessary to completely understand the grid requirements to capture the phenomena and the mechanism that creates these substructures. Coarse Grid
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